Rotary Floor Machine

This machine should never be used if you have had no previous experience. Beginners must have an experienced colleague on hand when using this machine for the first time.

Preparation of the Materials

1) Check the main cable and plug for wear or damage.
2) Check handle, controls, and housing for visible damage.
3) Check brush or pad drive for wear or damage.

Procedure

1) With the handle locked in upright position, lay the machine on its back on the floor.

   NOTE: Do not plug the machine in at this point.

2) Fit the brush or pad drive.
3) If using a pad, check the condition is satisfactory and fit centrally onto the pad drive.
4) Return the machine to its upright position.
5) Plug the machine into wall socket now.
6) Lower the handle to a comfortable height (about waist height) and lock into place.
7) Lift handle slightly to balance machine centrally on brush or pad before switching on.
8) Switch on, adjusting handle height gently to move to left or right as required.
9) Always work backwards from the farthest point of the area to be cleaned.
10) The machine will move from left to right and back again with the application of gentle upwards or downwards pressure on the handle. Remember - Lower handle to go Left, Raise to go Right.
11) Check the brush or pad regularly for condition - if removal is needed unplug the machine first.
12) Never run over the mains cable, allow it to become stretched or tangled or trail it between the legs or over your shoulder.
Cleanup

1) Return the handle to upright position.
2) Unplug the machine and lie it on its back.
3) Remove the brush or pad - and clean it.
4) Clean the machine off with a dry or barely damp cloth.
5) Clean and rewind the power cable checking for damage as you clean it.
6) Put machine away.

NOTE: Always store the machine in an upright position and never leave it standing on brush, pad or drive board!